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Summary
• Rail closely controlled, including safety of infrastructure
• Roads have much less supervision: eg design, construction, condition
• Compare rock falling on car and on train.
• Safety obligations of rail make it more expensive to run
• Rail an easy target for criticism and regulatory action because of its
concentrated ownership, integration, and tradition of being safe
• User is responsible for road safety: people have to “take the road as
they find it” Lord Hoffman, Stovin v Wise 1996
• Not a level playing field

Scenarios
• A rockfall kills a car or train passenger
• A person dies because a speed limit is carelessly set
• A vehicle length policy is inappropriate and causes a collision

Context
• Road accidents a serious problem in NZ: 319 deaths (2015)
• But no data on work-related vehicle casualties
• Would include at least all truck deaths (58 in 2015)
• But also vans, taxis, buses, cars used for work – no data
• Compare rail (16); all non-transport (43).

Control
• View that road owners have no control over users
• True in part
• But important areas where they do have substantial control (physical
condition of roads) or substantial influence (eg setting of road use rules
and parameters like speed limits)
• Police record crash causes – road factors in 11% of fatal crashes (2015)
• Loss of control (road environment important) in 34% of fatal crashes
• Roading authority is in complete control of repair and maintenance and
travellers are dependent on it for reasonable performance of the work.
Users in no position to assess the construction and maintenance work
(Canadian case Lewis)

ITF: Zero Road Deaths and Serious Injuries
• “Ethical Approach to Road Safety” about 20 years ago
• ITF advocates “safe system”, “forgiving” approach focussing on the
role of roads themselves. “Think safe roads, not safer roads”
• UN target of halving road deaths and injuries by 2020
• Doubling balance of effort on road design to 40%, equal to vehicles,
and reducing on behavioural issues
• NZTA taking similar approach
• But entirely voluntary – not backed by sanctions
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Deep history
• Road repairs were originally a collective responsibility of parish citizens, acting without
incorporation, originally with own labour and materials, later commuted to money.
• In Russell v Men of Devon (1788) there was no incorporated body to sue, and so the plaintiff had
no claim for damage to his wagon caused by a defective bridge.

• But when there later was an incorporated body, the liability was still taken as being with the
public at large, and judges transferred the immunity to councils etc despite incorporation.
• In early times, the public were truly the public, not represented by intermediary bodies. There
was then and later no “special tenderness which the law feels for highway authorities” but simply
because there was no action against the “inhabitants at large”. Only the Crown could interfere.

Misfeasance/non feasance
• Highway authorities have for centuries been protected against suit for
failure to repair, arising from the collective responsibility
• The rule says that a highway authority is liable for misfeasance (action) but
not for non-feasance (inaction or omission).
• Often hard to distinguish: washout 1963, NZ: wrong pipes or not enough capacity?
• Abrogated by legislation in UK 1961, but later cases reduced the impact of
the abrogation.
• Still law in NZ
• Abolished by HCA in Australia in Brodie v Singleton (2001)
• But immediately restored by legislation

Rail liable even in near identical circumstances
• Person injured using railway road bridge: non-feasance defence not
available – only to public bodies. Swain v Southern Railway (1939)
• And even if rail publicly owned, not the “public at large” so no
defence
• Footpaths frequent source of complaint
• Public footpaths had defence
• Footpaths in railway premises did not.

Common law rail liability
• Railways liable for negligence claims (until ACC in NZ)
• Failure to repair a tunnel made WMR liable for subsequent injury (1900)
• Omitting to narrow the rail wheel flange slots in a Canadian street
(which caused a motorcycle rider to fall off) resulted in liability for the
railway, even though street running had statutory authority (1999).
• In Australia, failure to have proper systems to prevent children
playing in a station also brought liability (2001).
• Failure to assess risk could also be negligent (2013). So too was failure to
provide a fence against a trespassing child (1972). Turntables in NZ (1950s)

NZ legislative duties on roading authorities
• Very weak for local roads (52% of traffic) – obligation to take precautions
for safety of public. Only used in context of road works
• No formal direct safety obligation for State Highways (48% traffic, 12% km)
• Very general, soft obligations to be “safe, efficient, effective”
• “Target” obligations - don’t have to be achieved if policies and
budgets of authority have other priorities (UK Cases Larner, Gorringe)
• Tougher requirements in some overseas jurisdictions
• Health and safety legislation may have some impact

International road obligations
• Qld: high levels of safety incompatible with roading efficiency
• England and Vic
• People can sue authority
• Defence of reasonable care, in relation to character of road, traffic, state of repair, expectation of
users, knowledge of authority about dangers

• Much better than in NZ but still soft

• Office of Road and Rail UK – lower safety supervision of roads cf rail
• Canada – roading authorities liable in general

Rail legislation
• In NZ, very strict standards and supervision
• Same in Australia and Canada
• In UK, no specific rail safety law – just the Health and Safety at Work
etc Act 1974, though administered for rail by ORR.

Modal distinction only a recent development
• In 1990s all modes had to meet requirement of “safety at reasonable cost”
where benefits to nation exceeded cost to nation; Land Transport Act 1998
• Was applied to rail making it clear that its safety effort, created under
transport legislation, was subject to this rule rather than HSEA
• The LTA definition was repealed in 2004 and replaced with a much mushier
definition (“integrated, safe, responsive, sustainable” system)
• And rail exemption removed by Railways Act 2005 and HSEA applied with
full force. Same with HSWA now.
• Road’s safety obligations now even softer (“effective, efficient, and safe system”), - and
still only “target” obligations.
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Health and Safety at Work Act 2015
• Protecting workers and other parties against harm to their health, safety
and welfare by eliminating or minimising risks arising from work
• Highest level of protection as is reasonably practicable
• Worker” widely defined incl contractors, subcontractors and their workers
• “Workplace” – where work is being carried out or customarily carried out
• Or where worker goes or likely to go while at work

• Applies to all businesses in transport, including vehicles, ships, trains, and
planes – but perhaps not roads
• Not vigorously enforced on road vehicles

Primary duty
• S 36 (1) - To ensure health and safety, “so far as is reasonably
practicable”
• Of workers for the PCBU
• Of workers influenced or directed by the business
• And any one else (s 36(2)): duty not to put their H&S “at risk”.
• And ensure that “anything arising” from the business is without risk
to anyone (s 37(1))
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Reasonably practicable : s 22
• What could reasonably be done in light of likelihood and consequence of
the risk
• What was or ought to have been known about it
• How it might be minimised or eliminated
• And after these, cost.
• Requires relationship between costs and benefits to be “grossly
disproportionate” before costs outweigh safety factors.
• Not defined but “grossly” does not admit of small differences
• May have to spend $3 or even $10 to achieve a $1 safety benefit
• Road – not economic if have to spend >$1, so not done.

HSWA – applies to rail
• No-one challenges this
• Any rail incident is a workplace incident, because of staff presence,
even if the casualties are all public, non-staff
• Maybe an exception for third-party trains where there are no KR staff
present
• Reinforced by Railways Act, which covers off this possibility.

But not to road?
• Not clear: since rest of economy is largely covered, you might think
roads are too.
• They are a product of work
• But no road-owner staff member present, and road issue may
develop many years after construction, too long for a legal nexus?
• DOL v Berryman 1996: bridge failure, owner not liable. Only transitory
use
• Worksafe v Dept of Corrections 2016 – Berryman doubted: no longer
any dependence on how frequently an employee is at a place.
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But not to road?: HSWA
• HSWA very present tense focussed eg workplace, “work is being
carried out”.
• NZ Select Committee: wanted to “make it clear that a workplace does not
remain indefinitely, once work has been carried out there.” “Is being” could
support a “too transitory” defence

• Cf manhole and shearing shed – always a place of work even though
not ongoing
• Anything arising from a workplace – policies (eg truck size rules)?
• “Upstream” duties inherently prospective
• Design, construction, installation etc, of structures (incl a road)
• But structure has to be “in a workplace”

Overall
• Only weak likelihood that roads are subject to HSWA
• Protection for non-workers (‘others”) could include road users
• But definition of workplace is in present tense
• Still possibility of roading deficiencies contributing to vehicle workplace
casualty
• Capable of supporting a prosecution with respect to a work-use vehicle
• Ministerial exemption from HSWA as officers.

• But would depend on Worksafe’s willingness to prosecute
• Although private prosecutions possible in Worksafe’s absence

• No doubt about rail -much higher burden
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What can we do about it?
• Amend existing Govt Roading Powers Act 1989;
• 60A Duty to maintain highways
• The rule of law exempting the Agency from liability for non-repair of highways
is hereby abrogated.
• The Agency is under a duty to maintain all roads under its control.
• To discharge this duty, the Agency shall as far as is reasonably practicable,
ensure the roads are not dangerous for traffic.
• An action may be taken against the Agency in respect of damage resulting
from its failure to maintain the road.

• Similar amendment to Local Government Act 1974, s 353
• Include guidelines as in UK, Vic,

OR: an entirely new Roading Act
• Applying the rail standard; including HSWA “reasonably practicable”
definition
• 5. “General safety duties of road controlling authorities and persons
working for them
• A road controlling authority must ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable,
that none of the roading activities for which it is responsible causes, or is
likely to cause, the death of, or serious injury to individuals.
• No road controlling authority or persons working for it may do or omit to do
anything in respect of roading infrastructure if he or she knows or reasonably
ought to know that act or omission will cause, or will be likely to cause the
death of, or serious injury to, individuals.”

And
• “General safety duties of other persons
• Every person on or near a road, other than a driver of a non-work vehicle,
commits an offence who fails to ensure, so far as reasonably practicable, that
no individual dies or is seriously injured, and that no property is significantly
damaged, as a result of any act or omission of that person.
• [specific prohibitions on interfering with or damaging a road transferred from
other legislation].”

• Compare Railways Act, ss 7, 9.

And : change the HSWA
• Remove the concept of grossly disproportionate, or at least define it
for certainty
• Eg costs should be >2* benefits before they can outweigh them

• Make it clear that roads, bridges, and tunnels are covered
• Whether or not work is actually going on there at the time

• Implications for other works that might have public casualties
• Wharfs, runways, electricity lines, pipelines

• Extend the public safety role of HSWA generally –as per UK for rail
• As well, make serious road crashes subject to TAIC scrutiny

Conclusions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road standards much softer than for rail
Different standards potentially a serious misallocation of resources
And disadvantage rail
Policy should recognise this disparity
Only relatively small amendments required to fix the problem
Give current initiatives some backbone, not just voluntary
Very large roading budget so it is a question of priorities

